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A Message for May 2017
Speaking your Truth with Integrity
and the Impeccability of Your Word
From the Archangelic Realm of Michael this is Michael and We come to you as you
are moving into new parameters of your existence in the third dimensional realm.
Each and everyone one of you is moving into a new focus of self as you move into
your month of May. Your year of 2017 is a year of fully recognizing, remembering
and seeing your truth, standing in the powerfulness of that truth and knowing that
you exist and live within it.
We come to speak to you about moving into your truth. When you move into that
truth, recognize it, see it and begin to speak it, it is important to be aware of
impeccability when speaking it. When you speak your truth and the essence of you
are you speaking with integrity and the impeccability of that word? Are you being
your truth?
We continue bringing you these messages so you can move into the beingness of
your truth and release separation from it and duality as well. “This is my truth you
say.” Yet there may be a veil, a mask, a shroud that surrounds your heart space that
dictates the way in which you are “supposed” to present yourself to the world.
Quite possibly wondering, will they accept me, love me for speaking my truth?
Can you speak your truth and know that you will be loved for doing so and loved for
who you are?
Many are beginning to realize their truth. As you being to rediscover and remember
your truth, seeing it, feeling it, are you ready to begin speaking it? Are your ready to
be that truth? If so, there is an impeccability and integrity to it that raises your level
of resonance and vibration. In the beingness of you, you are in the integrity and
impeccability of you.
Truth is integrity
Truth is Impeccability
Many now are rediscovering and remembering the truth of who you are, the truth of
your beingness that is peace, community, harmony, equality, intimacy and love, can
you speak this? Can you move to the precipice and begin to speak your truth? For
many who are ready to speak your truth, feelings come up, quite possibly a fear of

speaking your truth. This is because of judgment and shame still resides within you.
Will I still be loved if I speak my truth?
Now that you are moving into your truth, what are you feeling? As you do this,
untruths are quite possibly being mirrored back to you. As you move deeper within
and uncover and remember your truth, you will then see the full illusion of the
untruths perpetrated outside of you in the macrocosm of the world and in your
relationships with others.
You are approaching the half way point of your year 2017, if you are ready to speak
your truth, resistance to doing so may come up. Recognize this. Why is this? Is there
judgment and shame? Do the questions will I be loved or how will I be perceived by
others surface? You may now be moving from a cocoon like state, quite possibly
from following herd consciousness, following the mythical, deified leader who
proclaims to lead you to the promise land. If you see this in your life, are you ready
to step from behind that veil to be who you are and speak your truth in honesty,
impeccability and integrity?
In this month of May you are moving to a deeper place of compassion for self.
And We bring this message to illuminate for you to see if any or all of this is
transpiring for you.
As you move through May you will begin to feel the impetus to speak your truth
with honesty and the beingness of you. It is time to move into the beingness of you.
Many are just scratching the surface, many are on the pathway there and many are
already in the full beingess of who you are. As you stand in this place opening your
heart space to the world, quite possibly feeling vulnerable with feelings of betrayal
surfacing, be there. Allow yourself to be exactly where you are. If you are ready to
speak and be your truth and deep-rooted feelings come to the surface, perhaps fear,
allow it. If your intention is to move into the full beingness of you, knowing that you
are loved for being you and then speaking your truth to the world whether it be to
the masses or the person you meet right next to you, it is time to pay attention to
your feelings. These are the feelings you have avoided and suppressed and
repressed within you.
When you look outside of you in the world and perhaps triggered by what is
transpiring out there, what is triggering you is the un-truth. If this is transpiring for
you ask, what am I feeling in this moment?
Your month of May is about moving deeper into your feelings. If you are ready to
speak your truth and be in the moment of who you are, feelings may be moving to a
crescendo within you. You may be feeling anxious, unnerved, angry, be with these
feelings. As you move deeper within the depth and breadth of your heart space
revealing your truth and feeling it is time to speak it, to be it, feelings will come to
the surface. These feelings may be loud and clear to you. These are the feelings you
have suppressed and repressed. Energy is attached to these feelings and you will

feel the energy in your body. Perhaps in your solar plexus, in your throat, feeling as
if your throat is constricted when you would like to speak your truth. This energy
needs to move.
As you move stridently and assertively with the impetus and intention that it is time
to be who you are and speak your truth, you may begin to experience all that We
just mentioned to. With compassion, allow yourself to be where you are because
this is part of the process that will move you to the place of the powerfulness of
speaking your truth.
We bring this up because it is important to understand your powerfulness. As you
move deeper within your heart to speak your truth ask, how does this make me feel?
Begin to acknowledge those feelings. Do you feel powerful perhaps because you
have moved from a cocoon like state, a docile state that is based upon your
conditioning. Perhaps you were taught, it is better to be seen and not heard. Move
along with the pack to get along with others. Don’t stand out. Don’t call attention to
yourself. It is not about this. It is about moving deeper within to celebrate the
uniqueness of you as you stand as a God force Being in the third dimensional
incarnation of you.
You are now beginning to connect with the Christ Consciousness, the God
Consciousness. It is always important to keep this in mind. Open your heart space to
the wonderfulness of you. As you move through your month of May many will be
feeling and experiencing highs and lows, moving through the shadow and into the
light, the rollercoaster of life. At one point you move to a crescendo to the top of the
mountain, a peak, saying, I can conquer everything. In the very next moment you
move into the shadow. This is part of the process.
Allow yourself to know that as you are at the highest point in your life and you move
to the depth of the shadow, you are still alive. You can move through this and stand
in the depth of your truth and your power. As you move into the shadow you move
to a place to clear that which needs to clear from your mental, emotional and
physical body. Allow yourself to be in this place when you are there. When you allow
this with acceptance and compassion, you will move through the shadow in divine
perfect timing then move to the light. As you stand in the light, feel your feelings.
Allow them and speak your truth. It is important to remember that as you are in the
shadow of life you can still speak your truth.
Open your heart. Shine your light on the world. You are at an intersection in your
life where many are looking to the left, to the right and some are looking behind. If
this is you, quite possibly you are looking at the comfort zone of the old. Saying
perhaps, I just want to be comfortable in life. I want to go back into the comfort of
what I know. If this is you ask yourself, what do I know in that comfort? Do I know
isolation, separation, duality, lack, limitation, struggling to survive? Many do.

If you are moving on a step by step process deeper within the depth and breadth of
your heart, committed to the path of personal process to reach and understand the
divinity of you, and in that divinity the uniqueness of you, you will then move into a
powerfulness of this.
It is beholden upon to as a lightworker and wayshower, as an ambassador of God to
shine your light on the world, speak your truth and be who you are.
It is most important that you now pay attention and take responsibility for the
impeccability and the integrity of your word. You are seeing the un-truths of the
word spoken by many in the macrocosm and the microcosm of your life. If in fact
you were to focus on one aspect of yourself at this time, it is most important to focus
on the impeccability and integrity of your word when you speak your truth.

